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TONO – a sound absorbing chair with a 

fl exible seat shell designed for high comfort

TONO BY
RANDERS+RADIUS
The new arm chair TONO launched by Randers+Radius is one 
of the fi rst chairs on the market which is made of environ-
mental friendly materials and at the same time is a sound 
absorbing chair with a shell made of felt from 100% recycled 
PET bottles.

After many tests and alterations a method had been defi ned 
which made it possible to weld a piece of fabric on the inner 
part of the shell. This gives the chair a formal interplay
between the light and elegant frame and the soft upholstery. 

The seat shell is fl exible and designed for high comfort. This 
has been achieved by further developing the unique double 
curved back of the SALA chair. With its characteristic seat 
shell and comfortable armrests, the Danish Design Company 
Hans Thyge & Co, has managed to design a functional chair 
with a both timeless and beautiful shape. 

The transformation from design to actual chair has taken
more than a year and the shell has gone through many 
alterations and improvements in order to transform it into 
the molded felt shape it has today. During this period of time 
3 diff erent types of frames have been developed which gives 
the chair three completely diff erent looks and makes it a very 
versatile chair suited for many diff erent purposes and 
environments.

A VERSATILE CHAIR 
SUITED FOR MANY 

DIFFERENT PURPOSES 
AND ENVIRONMENTS

100 %
RECYCLED

tactiletactile

HOW MANY PET BOTTLES 
DOES IT TAKE TO MAKE 

A TONO SHELL?
The TONO felt shell is made of 100% recycled PET bottles. 

How many bottles do you think it takes to make 
one TONO felt shell? 

Please feel free to ask – 
the answer might surprise you.
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“Multidisciplinary work is the key to 
understand how architecture, rooms, 
objects and graphics can contain the 
same stories.”

Hans Thyge & Co has 25 years of activity 
internationally and last year they opened 
up a branch of the studio in Shanghai to 
serve their many Asian clients.

Design is more and more about devel-
oping entire concepts for companies, 
where all elements around the products 
communicate the same.

“A chair is one of the strongest and most 
complex pieces of design, because a 
chair physically relates to the human 
body.  The chair grabs and holds our 
body and therefore an intimate commu-
nication is made. 

This connection involves and activates all 
our senses and therefore the chair is the 
ultimate sculpture within furniture”.

Hans Thyge

Design, 
interior, 
graphics & 
architecture
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Randers + Radius
Tolsagervej 9
DK-8370 Hadsten

Tlf. +45 7030 0515
info@randersradius.dk
www.randersradius.dk  randers+radius

architonic.com

A BEAUTIFUL SYNTHESIS OF INNOVATIVE 
ENVIRONMENTAL MATERIALS AND 

MODERN PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES
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